BANDON DUNES
Round Lake Drive, Bandon Oregon
It began in 1999 with the opening of Bandon
Dunes. Designed by Scotsman David McLay Kidd,
the course is perched on a bluff high above the
Pacific Ocean. Bandon Dunes unfolds along
pristine native dunes where expansive ocean views
are revealed on nearly every hole. The course is
completely natural and routed through an
environment of indigenous vegetation. Beyond
breathtaking scenery lies the game of golf in its
truest form. This is a thinker's course. Winds are
ever-present, and the varying elements create a
new experience each time you play.

"Probably the finest
land made available for
a golf course in
America since Alistair
Mackenzie was shown
the site for Cypress
Point Club on Monterey
Peninsula..."
- Golf Magazine
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BANFF, ALBERTA - CANADA
Renowned for its panoramic
beauty, Fairmont Banff Springs Golf
Course in Alberta is a captivating and
challenging layout set in the heart of
Canada's Rocky Mountains.
This Alberta golf course offers just two
simple things for the perfect golf
vacation. First, a breathtaking view in
every direction and second, a
magnificent layout that thrills every
golfer fortunate enough to spend a day here.
Amateurs and professionals alike are
constantly amazed by its panoramic
challenge. From the actual hole design to
the optical illusions created by the
surrounding mountains, this Alberta golf
course will delight and tempt you.

"There are NO golf courses that can
rival the Stanley Thompson course for
unreal beauty. The course has an
interesting design and layout and was
in perfect condition. Good landing
areas and nice greens. This green fee
is absolutely worth it." – Richard H. of
Annandale, Virginia, Trip Advisor
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BARTON CREEK – FAZIO FOOTHILLS

Austin, Texas
Recently named the #3 top
course you can play in
Texas by Golf Magazine,
Fazio Foothills continues to
impress golf experts and
rack up prestigious awards.
“Best described as a rollercoaster
ride
through
“Best described
the Texas
as a rollerHill
Country
coaster ride
(without the screaming)” by the Golf Channel’s Matt Ginella, the
through the
resort’s signature track and most dramatic course offers elevated tee
Texas Hill
boxes and a thrilling ride down to the fairways and greens, protected
Country (without
by cliffs, creeks and waterfalls.
the screaming)”
With a challenging but fair layout that places a premium on shotmaking, Foothills offers five different sets of tee boxes, rendering
the course both rewarding to beginners and high handicappers, yet
challenging to avid golfers. The course even played host to the Champions Tour
Legends of Golf tournament from 1990-1994.
At 7,125 yards, long, accurate drives down the Hybrid TIFSport Bermuda fairways are
a hallmark of Tom Fazio’s design. And with small, TiffEagle Bermuda greens,
undulating aprons and grass bunkers, the Foothills course is a shot-maker’s paradise.
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Bay Hill Club and Lodge
Orlando, Florida
Arnold Palmer, the
legendary golfer and
course designer, is
closely connected to the
Bay Hill Club & Lodge.
Palmer first played the golf course in 1965 and then bought the facility in
1976. Bay Hill claims that Palmer still plays there often. The Championship
Course at Bay Hill is a challenging course that is still suitable for players of
all abilities. The golf course is straightforward with no hidden shots. There
is also extensive mounding and bunkering throughout the course. Beautiful
lakes are situated throughout the course adding some scenery and creating
water hazards
that come into
play on a few
holes.
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The tees on the PGA
National are named after
greats of the sport. From
the blue tees, or the
'James Braid' tees, the
course is an impressive
6449 meters long and
with water coming into

play on almost half of the
holes, it is a tough test for
golfers of all abilities.
Most people that visit the
course state that your
score depends so much on
the hazards with the water
hazards being supported
by some fearsome
bunkers.

BELFRY

WISHAW , ENGLAND

The Belfry Club is the current home of
the PGA in the UK and there are three
golf courses at the club. The PGA
selected what is now known as The
Belfry for their new HQ after being advised by the designers of The
Brabazon Course, Peter Alliss and Dave Thomas, that there was an
old hotel for sale near Birmingham, and along with the hotel, came
the huge amount of land required to create a golf course. Often
overshadowed by the Brabazon course, which has been the host of
Ryder Cups, at the same venue - the PGA National perhaps doesn't
get the respect that it undeniably deserves. The course became the
first in the Europe to use the PGA brand in its name when it opened
in 1997. The PGA National was designed by renowned Welsh golf
architect and former professional, Dave Thomas.
The PGA National certainly had a tough reputation to live up to,
especially with the success of the two previous courses that had been
opened at The Belfry and it offers a challenging and exciting
environment even for the most professional
of golfers. The course has a real American
feel to it, as you might expect from a course
that carries the PGA name; in recent years,
four lakes have been built in order to create
a sterner test as well as further separation
between fairways - this has been done with tournaments in mind for
the spectators.
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Bethpage Black
Farmingdale, NY
The Black Course is a difficult and
challenging course that should be played
only by low-handicap golfers. The course is
for walkers only and its slope rating is one
of the highest in the northeast. Anyone who
has played will tell you it is a true test of golf
skill and physical endurance. This was one of the last
courses designed by master golf course architect A.W.
Tillinghast, and is said by many to be his finest work. The
Black Course served as the site of the 102nd U.S. Open
Championship in 2002, and again at the 109th U.S. Open in
2009. The
Barclays is scheduled to be played here
in 2012, adding another major event to
the list played at Bethpage. The narrow
fairways, high roughs, well placed
bunkers and small greens help to make
this an extremely difficult course. It
regularly ranks among the best courses
in the country. Golfweek rated it the
#1 best municipal course for 09-10, and again in 10-11, and it made their list of the top 100
classic American golf courses. It also made the Golf Digest's top 100 American public and
private course list in 2005, and was number 7 on their Top 100 American Public Courses.
Golf Magazine included it on their Top 100 Courses in the World, and ranked it 10th in the
Top Courses Since 1959.
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Bighorn –
Canyons Course

Designed by Tom
Fazio, has a completely
different character than
its predecessor, the
Mountains
Course. Routed
through a flatter
landscape, this course
has more the character of a stadium
course. Mounding surrounds the fairways and greens
providing excellent
viewing for
spectators. Perhaps
for that reason the
Canyons Course has
been the site of
televised matches
featuring the top
players of the PGA
the first year and two
combined teams from
the PGA and LPGA
the next.

Palm Desert, California

The Canyons Course at
Bighorn Golf Club was
established and built
in 1998. Located in
Palm Desert,
California, the course
has 36 holes and is a
Private type golf
course.
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Bighorn –
Mountains Course

This 6,888 yard, par 72 desert
course was designed by
Arthur Hill. It was the first
of the courses in the BigHorn
Development in Palm Desert,
Palm Desert, California
California. Set at the foot of
the Santa Rosa Mountains, the course has established itself as one of the most
challenging and picturesque in the area. The first six holes snake through winding
ravines and climb more than 1,000 feet. At the
signature 6th, the route drops quickly back into
the Coachella Valley. The view is impressive
indeed, but the hole offers no allowance for
strategic play. the only shot from the tee is to
lay up in the middle short of the steep cliff. At
that point the hole becomes another downhill 3par. The 7th is a better hole which requires an
accurate drive and a tricky uphill approach over
a steep knoll. From there the route gradually descends through desert wash into
rolling hills and man-made lakes. The natural rock formations and jagged terrain
dotted with Sagauro cactus and other desert fauna contrast sharply with the velvety
green carpet of the grass fairways and greens. this is a course of strongly bold and
delicately fragile beauty, but the golfer must beware. the raw desert is out of -bounds
and surrounds almost every hole. Errant shots are severely penalized. The course
hosted the annual Skins competition in late fall for the years 1992 - 94.
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BOUNTIFUL RIDGE
DAVIS COUNTY - UTAH

Located on the east bench of Bountiful Utah, this
scenic 18-hole golf course accented with cascading
waterfalls and many forms of wildlife provides a
panoramic view of the Great Salt Lake along with
spectacular mountain views. Regarded as one of Utah’s
top courses to play, and nationally as a best value golf
facility, Bountiful Ridge has recently been awarded
Utah’s “Best Public Golf Course” and is consistently
rated four 1/2 stars in places to play by Golf Digest
Magazine. Bountiful ridge is also featured in Access
Software’s award winning Links computer game. We
invite you to come and enjoy a collection of
challenging holes that will appeal to golfers of all ages
and abilities while experiencing country club conditions
at a public course price.

“Utah’s Best Public Golf Course”
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Cabo del Sol – The Ocean
Course
CABO SAN LUCAS

The Ocean Course is described by course designer Jack Nicklaus as "the best golf
property I've ever seen." This 18-hole, award-winning course is one of the few
courses in the world that offers dramatic views of mountain, desert and sea.
Located at the tip of the Baja peninsula along the 20-mile Corridor between Cabo
San Lucas and San Jose del Cabo, The Ocean Course is the centerpiece of the
1,800-acre residential resort community of Cabo del Sol.
Nicklaus' second Signature course in Mexico, The Ocean Course capitalizes on the
beauty and landscape of Los Cabos, stretching for more than a mile across some of
the most breathtaking and awe-inspiring terrain in the Western Hemisphere. The
Ocean Course is poised against a
magnificent backdrop that contrasts the
emerald green turf with the brilliant
blue of the Sea of Cortez. A dramatic
layout places seven holes along the
coastline of craggy rock outcroppings
ascending from golden, sun-washed
shores.
Praised by Nicklaus for having the
"three finest holes in golf," The Ocean
Course is framed by natural desert
landscape, with giant cardon cacti
towering over perfectly manicured
greens and tees. On the signature 17th
hole, golfers must tee off from a cliff
top and carry their ball over a sandy
cove to a green surrounded by rock
outcroppings from the Sea of Cortez. The par-four 18th hole doglegs from left to
right and follows the curve of the shoreline to a large oceanside green.
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Castle Rock, Colorado

The Castle Pines Golf Club, a Jack
Nicklaus Signature Course, was designed
with great care to follow the natural
contour of the land and complement its
densely-wooded areas and rolling hills.
Rarely will one encounter a golf course as
magnificent as the Castle Pines Golf Club.
We have taken great pride in developing a
very challenging golf course for both
professional and amateur golfers alike.
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CHATEAU WHISTLER
GOLF CLUB
WHISTLER, BC

"Mountain Golf
at its finest,"
says Links
Magazine of the
course that was
rated "Four and
One Half Stars"
by Golf Digest.

A fun and challenging course for players of all
levels, this Robert Trent Jones, Jr. masterpiece
opened in 1993 and offers a par 72, 18-hole
Audubon-certified course.
Wildlife, scenery and incredible vistas are
signature of The Fairmont Chateau Whistler Golf Course.
Carved out of the slopes of the Coast Mountain range in British
Columbia, this magnificent Whistler golf course allows nature to
dictate the path without constraints of commercial influence.
The mountain course traverse’s creeks, ponds, stands of ancient
Douglas fir and granite rock. Elevation changes of more than 400
feet overall create an impressive golf opportunity and a naturally
spectacular BC golf experience.
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CLUB AT HOKULI’A
HOKULI’A, HAWAII

The overall community of Hokuli'a consists of
1,550 acres, spanning three miles along the
gorgeous Kona Coast of the Island of Hawai'i,
minutes from the coastal town of Kailua-Kona.
The Club at Hokuli'a is one of the finest oceanside
clubs in the world. The sheltered climate provides
gentle coastal breezes, ideal year-round conditions
for outdoor living, golf and water pursuits, free of
the strong winds that oftentimes affect golf in
many other areas of Hawai'i.
The Club at Hokuli'a's
Jack Nicklaus Signature
Golf Course, the only private, oceanside golf course on the
island, rises from sea level to approximately 400 feet. Every
hole is framed by a dramatic ocean view and some holes run
directly along the ocean.
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Loca te d on a cha rming s ite , Le

CLUB LE GOLF
LE SORCIER
G A T INE A U , Q C – C A NA DA

Sorcier invites you for
an exceptional golf
experience. Come to
socialize and unwind in
a tasteful environment
that is accessible to all.
In addition to a course
offering different
challenges, we rely on a
caring and passionate
team, going above and
beyond to meet your
needs.
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ORLANDO, FLORIDA
Known as the "Patriarch of Public Golf," Joe Jemsek always
"AMERICA'S 100
aspired to provide a country club experience and amenities to all
GREATEST PUBLIC
golfers. Even with three hightly successful golf courses, Joe was
still concerned that he didn't have a course to better the finest
GOLF COURSES"
country clubs in the United States. Once again Joe partnered
with famed golf architect team of Dick Wilson (Bay Hill, Cog
-GOLF DIGEST
Hill No.3, Doral-Blue Course, Laurel Valley) and Joe Lee (Bent
Tree, Palm Beach National, La Costa, Walt Disney World
Courses) to create Joe's vision of a fourth course, one that would test the world's
greatest golfers. Wilson/Lee complied and created what many consider to be each
architects best work. Sadly, Wilson passed
before the course opened to universal praise.
The collaboration was so successful that No. 4
has remained nationally ranked since its
opening in 1964. At that time, Course No. 4
was given the nickname
"DUBSDREAD." The nickname
"DUBSDREAD" is derived from the idea that
a "dub" or poor golfer should beware and
served as a warning of the challenges
forthcoming. True to its name, this naturalstyle championship course places a high
demand on shot-making ability by providing tight
landing areas combined with heavily bunkered,
large undulating greens.
Over the years, DUBSDREAD has
challenged professionals and amateurs alike while hosting numerous PGA Tour and
USGA tournaments.
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Sellersburg, Indiana

Covered Bridge Golf Club is a Fuzzy
Zoeller/Clyde Johnston designed 18-hole
course, nestled on a gently rolling plain at the
foot of Southern Indiana's famous Floyds
Knobs. Each hole has been laid out to

emphasize the natural beauty of the landscape and
panorama. The par 72 circuit features five lakes, a
meandering creek and is pleasantly forested. The
greens are gently contoured and the bunker
placement is challenging, but not punishing. Paved
cart paths connect all tees and carts can be driven
anywhere on the course's Zoysia grass fairways. Each
hole offers a choice of five separate tees matching
the course to the ability level of any player.
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Bermuda Triangle, Florida
Fantasy Course

Devil's Island — Rising from the crystal waters of the Bermuda Triangle, this
tortuously beautiful fantasy course is the most challenging and rewarding in the Links
portfolio.
From the unforgiving tee shot skirting Bentwood Beach on hole number three to the
signature fourteenth, an impossibly small island green lurking in the lagoon of lost
score cards, these eighteen holes will reward the accurate golfer lavishly and force the
rest to walk the plank!
Have you ever wished you could break par at Devil's Island? Well this could be your
chance. I long wondered how to play Devil's Island strategically. I tried from being
aggressive to playing safe. Took notes on clubbing and aims, then played it again.
I was amazed at how many birdie opportunities you can get.
The trick is to get on the greens on regulation. This may seem
not easy but if you know where to place the ball, it is possible
to make birdies on most of the holes. I'm not saying you can
birdie the holes with this but at least you can attempt putts for
birdies instead or pars. You still have to putt you know. I can
emphasize the importance of the putter well enough on this
course. Putting makes the birdies and eagles so keep that
metal hot!
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Rated #1 Golf Course in
Puerto Rico by Golf
Digest, Robert Trent Jones Jr.'s

restoration of the historic East
Course to the original vision put
forth by his father brings this classic
seaside course into the 21st century
with a subtle rebirth as a modern
masterpiece.
Original panoramic site lines to the
ocean have been restored on 15 of
18 holes. Native sand harvested
from surrounding beaches highlights
the contoured bunker complexes.
New ultra-dwarf Champion
Bermuda greens support doubledigit speeds with a number of hole
locations on every green. A course
layout that now stretches more than
7,200 yards, Dorado Beach East is as
formidable from the championship
tee as it is forgiving from the
forward tee.
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EMERALD DUNES

WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
The Emerald Dunes golf course, originally designed by Tom Fazio and
first unveiled in 1990, was greeted with unanimous acclaim, quickly
climbing onto the numerous lists of the best courses in the state and
nation. But now, more than two decades later, Emerald Dunes has been
reinvented and refined thanks to a multi-million-dollar investment
personally supervised by Fazio.
Every hole has been enhanced, and a vast amount of foliage has been
planted along the perimeter of the property thus ensuring privacy and
seclusion. With more than 100 bunkers and 60 acres of lakes, the 18-hole
course consists of five sets of tees with a total yardage ranging from just
under 5,200 to over 7,100 yards, with a par of 72.
In addition to 18 holes of championship golf, the course embraces the
natural beauty of the land while enriching it
with impeccable landscaping.
Fazio utilized the natural dunes
to create signature mounding
and flash-faced bunkers
adorned with native ornamental
grasses. And unlike the typical,
hard, concrete paths commonly
utilized, the paths at Emerald
Dunes consist of crushed native
coquina shells complemented
with old-world hand-set pavers.
The end result is an aesthetically breathtaking, versatile, and stimulating
experience for players of all levels.
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Entrada at Snow Canyon
Desert southwest of southern Utah, northwest of downtown
Saint George, Utah

In the heart of Southern Utah's red rock
country, Entrada at Snow Canyon
Country Club is a private club for
members that has made its mark with a
unique blend of elegant home sites and
leisure activities centered around a worldclass golf course.
Stretched across
acres of desert landscape against a back drop of sand
stone cliffs, Rolling dunes, black lava beds and
rugged arroyos, Entrada features the amenities and
lifestyle that has earned accolades from members and
visitors alike.
Entrada's 18-hole Johnny Miller Signature Golf
Course quickly vaulted to the top of major
publications' lists when it opened in 1996. Golf
Digest ranked it among the Top 10 New Upscale Courses in 1997 and
rated it the #2 Best Course in Utah and Golf Inc 1st in 2008. A brief look
at the topography and layout makes it obvious why:
Jagged black lava and elevation changes demand strategic shot placement,
while desert features and mounding protect the well-groomed, undulating
greens. From the unique terrain to the breathtaking vistas, Entrada draws
out the best in Utah's natural features for this par-71 course. So, too, has
the Troon Golf management team drawn out the best in the course itself,
applying its renowned course-conditioning and customer-service standards
to this outstanding course.
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Firestone C.C.
– South Course
Akron, Ohio
The South Course, designed by Bert Way
and redesigned by Robert Trent Jones Sr.
in 1960, is best known for its legendary
history of tournament play.
The cream of the world’s golfing crop face
a stern challenge every time they descend
on the fabled Firestone Country
Club. There’s no doubt the format will
provide excitement. Firestone has a rich
history of testing the world’s best players,
which it did for 22 years as the site of the
World Series of Golf and
now the present home of
the World Golf
Championships Bridgestone Invitational.










Holes: 18
Par: 70
Length: 7,400 yards
Fairway Grass Type: Bent
grass
Greens Grass Type: Bent
grass
Rating: 76.1/132
Designer: Bert Way/Robert
Trent Jones Sr
Year Opened: 1929
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Frankfurter Golf Club
Frankfurter – South West Germany
The original course here at
Frankfurter Golf Club was
built way back in 1913, but
the present course is largely
the work of Harry S. Colt's
team sixteen years later.
Since then there has been
only a single round of
renovations, which were
carried out in 2002 by
German designer Kurt
Rossknecht, who
concentrated on improving
the bunkers and on making

the course a bit longer without doing violence
to the holes. For its first few decades, the
Frankfurter enjoyed a peaceful, woodland
setting, and Colt kept the fairways
correspondingly spacious. Now, however,
players must endure the constant jumbo jet
traffic to the nearby Frankfurt Airport.
Nevertheless, the course continued to attract
tournament play into the 1980s, when the
German Open frequently came there, but
Mark McNulty's 1987 score of 25 under par
made clear the need to toughen things up
before any more championships could be held at Frankfurter.
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Gleneagles – The Centenary
Course
Auchterarder Perthshire Scotland
The PGA® Centenary Course, created by Jack Nicklaus, is a
modern classic.
Even for a champion and acclaimed golf architect like Nicklaus,
The PGA Centenary Course was a challenge. It had to be a truly
great golf course, set as it is in the heart of Scotland, the country
that gave the world golf. Thankfully Nicklaus described the
course as "the finest parcel of land in the world I have ever been
given to work with".
It had to be unique in its challenge, a golf course in the modern
design ethos that at its fullest stretch tests the greatest players,
while, in the immortal phrase of Bobby Jones, "offering
problems a man may attempt according to his ability... never
hopeless for the lesser player nor failing to concern and interest the expert".
The tees are graded at each hole in five stages, including a challenging 6,815 yards
from the white markers down to 5,322 from the red. Fittingly, The PGA Centenary
Course begins by playing southeast towards the glen, sweeping up the Ochil Hills to
the summit of
the pass below
Ben Shee
which joins it
to Glendevon.
A feature of
The PGA
Centenary
Course is the
feast of views
of the spectacular countryside in which Gleneagles is set. Putting on the two-tier
second green, you are distracted by the lush panorama of the rich Perthshire straths.
As you move westwards over the next few holes, the rugged Grampians come into
view on the right, then distantly purple ahead, Ben Vorlich and the mountains above
the Trossachs.

Host Venue
of The 2014
Ryder Cup
and 2019
Solheim Cup.
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GOLF RESORT
KUNETICKA HORA
DŘÍTEČ 155, CZ-53305 DŘÍTEČ, CZECH REPUB LIC

This 18-hole course is situated in the
village Dříteč which lies between the
towns of Hradec Králové and
Pardubice.
The championship 18-hole course
overlooking the local viewing point,
Kunětická hora Mountain, is the work
of the world-famous Australian
architect, Graham Marsh. Its
sophisticated design, with wide
fairways, thick roughs and numerous
bunkers, will challenge all golfers. Six
of the holes span three lakes. In the
complex, there is also a 4-kilometre
long track for in-line skating.
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Greywolf

1860 Greywolf Dr,
Panorama BC

The award-winning 18-hole Greywolf Golf
Course is situated at Panorama
Mountain Resort in the heart of
the Rocky Mountains. Ranked by Score Golf as the #1 public course in
BC and #18 in Canada, and considered by Golf Digest to be one of
the top 100 courses in the world outside of the US, this stunning
course, designed by Doug Carrick is an unforgettable
experience. Greywolf Golf Course offers power carts, club rentals,
CPGA lessons, dining, hotel, vacation rental and condo lodging,
spa facilities and hot pools.
Spectacular Mountain Golf
Located in a stunning alpine setting at Panorama Mountain Resort,
Greywolf is the kind of course that just wins people over. Time and
time again. Recognized by Golf Digest as one of the Top 100 Courses
in the World Outside of the United States, and ranked #1 in BC by
Score Golf, Greywolf is about as impressive as mountain golf gets.
Expertly Designed, Perfectly Sculpted
Designed by talented Canadian
architect Doug Carrick, who has
built many of Canada's best
courses in the past decade,
Greywolf features many holes
that will be seared in your
memory for years to come. The
dynamite collection of par-3s,
capped by the diabolical
Cliffhanger hole, is
unquestionably one of the best
in the world. With beautifully sculpted bentgrass fairways and hair-raising
elevation changes, your round at Greywolf is going to be one for the ages.
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Hapuna Golf Course stretches along the beautiful Kohala
coastline before rising to over 700 feet above sea level. The snowtopped Mauna Kea volcano serves as a dramatic backdrop and
there are seemingly endless views of the Pacific. Arnold Palmer
and Ed Seay collaborated to create a visually stunning links course
that utilizes the natural contours of the landscape and silky fescue
grasses. The design team has received praise for not only the
challenge of the design but also for how seamlessly it blends into
the existing environment. Palmer incorporated several risk-reward
opportunities, especially with the par 5s, the14th is a good
example. There are many ways to play this hole, which features a
large ravine on the right and a wide, but shallow green. Long
hitters can reach the green in two but short hitters prefer two
shots and a par 3.
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Sea Pines Plantation on Hilton Island, Beaufort
County, South Carolina

Harbour Town Golf Links is a public golf course located in Sea Pines Plantation on Hilton
Head Island in Beaufort County, South Carolina. Harbour Town Golf Links hosts the RBC
Heritage, a PGA Tour event held in mid-April, usually the week after The Masters. Harbour
Town Golf Links is ranked high among
golf courses in America by Golf Digest
and Golf Magazine. The course consists
of narrow fairways, overhanging oaks,
pines, palmettos, and dark lagoons.
Harbour Town Golf Links along with the
Ocean Course and Heron Point, make up
the Sea Pines Resort.
This distinguished golf course places a
premium on finesse, imagination and shot-making, rather than strength, making it a
perennial favorite among PGA TOUR players. Put your game to the ultimate test - against a
collection of par threes ranked among the world's finest and a par-44 18th hole considered
st feared in all of golf, particularly when the wind is blowing off Calibogue
one of the most
Sound. The crowning achievement of famed designer Pete Dye, this celebrated PGA TOUR
golf course is a true test of the game of golf.
The tee boxes, fairways and rough have been replaced with Celebration Bermuda grass, the
most scientifically advanced surface used on warm season courses. The greens were regrassed with Tif-Eagle Bermuda, the same turf used on the putting surfaces since 2001. A
new irrigation system was also installed with the most advanced technology in water
management and control.
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RTJ II crafted tightly
mowed fairway
collection areas near the
green surrounds at
Holtsmark to provide
opportunities for
creative short-game
artistry. Just as the golf
course itself is open to
everyone, players can be
equally democratic in
deciding between a
putter, eight-iron, sand
wedge, or three wood
for some of the tricky
pitches and chips. The
greens themselves are a
throwback to the classic
putting surfaces of the
1920s. We designed
them with many
compartments, elevation
changes, and
disappearing transitions,
making reading the
greens as challenging as
reaching some of them.

Just south of Oslo, Norway, Holtsmark Golf Club
stands as one of this Scandinavian nation's first truly
public golf courses. Robert Trent Jones II designed a
challenging and dramatic layout that some are
describing as "The Prince Course of Norway" because
the golf holes play along ridgelines and adjacent to or
across a series of steep ravines-much as they do at our
world-renowned Prince Course in Hawaii.
The well-wooded site-with views of distant mountainsrequired selective clearing to frame the holes. Drainage
concerns also presented challenges; the site was
characterized by heavy clay soil and well-defined
drainage corridors. We met these challenges-and
created the strategy and drama of the course-by routing
holes along the ridge tops. We also augmented the soil
with a sandy mixture and planted a hardy rye/bluegrass
mix that works well in this northern climate.
The course is further characterized by five very strong,
dramatic par threes. Number five, for example, plays to
a green perched atop a peninsula; the front, right, and
back sides fall off into deep ravines. The huge putting
surface is reachable by a bump-and-run shot that avoids
a well-placed bunker, or via an aerial attack. In honor of
Robert Trent Jones, Sr., we devised an extra, far-back
"runway" tee here that requires a tee-shot upwards of
260 yards.
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INNISBROOK –
COPPERHEAD
TAMPA, FLORIDA
A favorite among PGA TOUR
professionals, our Copperhead Course is
the most recognizable of Innisbrook’s four
Tampa, Florida courses. After all, it plays
host to the world’s greatest golfers during
the PGA TOUR’s annual visit to the resort
for the Valspar Championship Presented by
BB&T. Tree-lined fairways and rolling
terrain define the course – a lengthy
challenge for even the longest hitters at
more than 7,200 yards. Striking in beauty
and challenge, the surrounding lakes and
ponds are home to abundant wildlife,
including fox squirrels, bald eagles,
alligators, blue herons, and many other
types of water fowl. With the fairways and
greens mostly free of residences,
Copperhead
provides the
opportunity to enjoy
golf the way nature
intended.
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Located on the popular
island of Maui, Kapalua Golf
invites you to discover one
of the most majestic golf
courses in the world - the
Kapalua Bay Course.
The Bay Course has hosted
over 20 professional
tournaments - the most of
any neighbor island course and features the only hole to
play over the ocean on Maui.
The Bay Course opened in
1975 and in that time, has hosted over 20 major professional tournaments - the most
of any neighbor island course in the state of Hawaii. From the first live prime-time
televised event in golf at the 1983 Kapalua International to the Kapalua LPGA classic
some 25 years later, The Bay Course has consistently faced the best players in golf and
withstood the test of time and technology.
Great champions and stories have emerged here, such as Greg
Norman’s first win on America soil, Ian Woosnam and David
Llwellyn’s thrilling victory for Wales in the World Cup of Golf
and Morgan Pressel’s nail-biting win at the Kapalua
LPGA classic. Two of the most popular PGA
players ever, Fred Couples and Davis Love III,
have each earned victories here - twice.
The Bay Course is a championship course that is
as challenging as it is beautiful. Known for its
breathtaking 5th hole, the only hole to play over the ocean on Maui, it
should certainly be on the "must play” list for any golfer visiting Maui.

Maui, Hawaii
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Located on the
popular island of
Maui, Kapalua Golf
invites you to
discover one of the
most majestic golf
courses in the world the Plantation
Course.
Recognized as the
best golf course in Hawaii for ten consecutive years by Golfweek, the Plantation
Course is home to the PGA TOUR's Tournament of Champions.
Consistently ranked as the #1 golf course in Hawaii, playing The Plantation Course is
Crenshaw and
sure to be on every golfer’s bucket list. Designed by Ben
Bill Coore, the course was designed on a grand scale in keeping
with its
location on the slopes of the West Maui Mountains and offers
dramatic ocean views from virtually every hole. Its lengthy 7,411
yard par 73 layout challenges the pros but it’s wide fairways and
generous greens make it very playable for the average golfer. With
dramatic elevation changes, this course offers plenty of downhill
tee shots. You’ll feel like one of the pros when - with
the aid of the aggressive slope of the 18th fairway
- you will enjoy hitting one of the longest drives
of your life.
The Plantation Course is thee site of the PGA TOUR Tournament
of Champions each January featuring an elite field of previous year's PGA
TOUR winners. The field has included golf greats such as Tiger Woods, Vijay
Singh, Justin Leonard, Ernie Els, Davis Love III and many more. The course record is
set at 62 and tied between K.J. Choi (2003), Graeme McDowell.

Maui, Hawaii
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KAPALUA VILLAGE
MAUI, HAWAII
The sensation of striking a dew kissed drive
into the morning Kapalua sun is, to the avid
golfer, golf at its finest. Recognized as one of
the top golf resorts in the world, Kapalua’s two
championship golf courses are nothing short of
breathtaking.
The Village Course at Kapalua is a now defunct
course in Maui, Hawaii. The course was closed
in 2007, and visitors and locals alike have fond
memories of this Palmer designed, ocean track.
Fortunately, the Village, the Bay and the
Plantation at Kapalua can still be played and
appreciated with E6Golf on indoor golf
simulators around the world.
The Village Course at Kapalua
was designed by Arnold
Palmer.The course opened in 1979 and closed in 2007.The
Kapalua Resort courses were certified by the Nature
Conservancy of Hawaii and the Audubon International for its
protection and preservation of the natural landscape.In 1995, the
Kapalua resort established the Kapalua Nature Society to foster
its partnership between man and nature. Dedicated to fostering
an appreciation of Maui’s unique natural and cultural treasures, this
unique environmental organization oversees the resort’s Audubon
International programs; publishes the semi-annual Kapalua Nature Journal; and
contributes to Hawaii’s natural legacy through their Native Hawaiian Plant
Reforestation Project.” maui-style.com The Village Course at Kapalua is remembered
for its gently rolling fairways and generous greens – these features perfectly capture
Palmer’s unique sense of design.The course featured breathtaking views of the Pacific
Ocean on nearly every hole.
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Kauri Cliffs

Matauri Bay, Northland, New Zealand
Kauri Cliffs is a par 72
championship golf
course with ocean views
from 15 holes. Ranked
in the world top 100.
PGA Tour star Brandt
Snedeker called it
"Pebble Beach on steroids".
Kauri Cliffs features 18 holes of golf designed by David Harman. 15 holes have
spectacular views of the Pacific Ocean, 6 of which are played alongside cliffs
that plunge to the sea. Both the Cavalli Islands and Cape Brett provide
additional backdrop.
The course played host to the 2003 ‘Shell’s Wonderful World of Golf’
match between Fred Couples and Michael Campbell, and the PGA
Tour's Kiwi Challenge in 2008. It has received numerous accolades and
awards including being ranked among the Top 100 Golf Courses in the
World.
The course is attached to The Lodge at Kauri Cliffs, a
luxury Relais & Chateaux Lodge
featuring 22 suites and a two
twobedroom Owner's Cottage.
The property has three
private beaches with
multiple activities available.
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Kiawah Island –
Ocean Course

Kiawah Island, South Carolina

The Kiawah Island Golf Resort is a resort in Kiawah
Island, South Carolina, southwest of Charleston. It
opened in May 1976 and has five golf courses, most
notably the Ocean Course, added in 1991.
The Ocean Course has hosted major golf
tournaments including the Ryder Cup in 1991, the
World Cup in 1997 and 2003, and the PGA
Championship in 2012. It also hosted the PGA Club
Professional Championship in 2005 and the Senior
PGA Championship in 2007. It will also host the
PGA Championship in 2021
The Ocean Course is the most famous course at Kiawah Island, opened in 1991, it
was designed by Pete and Alice Dye. The course was designed so that players have a
view of the shoreline of the Atlantic Ocean but also to expose golfers to the oftenstrong winds in the area. The Ocean Course has been consistently named as one of
the best courses in the world by several publications such as Golf Digest and Golf
Magazine as well as being named a "Certified Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary" by
Audubon International. As of 2010[update], the Ocean Course was rated 25th in Golf
Digest's 100 Greatest Golf Courses in America.
The Ocean Course is a par 72 course and from the championship tees,
it stretches to 7,873 yards (7,199 m) with a slope rating of 153 and a
course rating of 79.7, the highest in the country, according to the
United States Golf Association. Because of its large slopes, numerous
bunkers, and challenging Bermuda grass, it was named the toughest
course in America in 2010 by Golf Digest.
The Ocean Course was featured in the 2000 film The Legend of Bagger
Vance. In October 2008, the Ocean Course became the first course to be available to
play in the online video game that was developed by World Golf Tour. Helicopters
equipped with cameras and GPS tracking devices were used to photograph and record
the entire course to produce a geographically accurate simulation.
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King and Bear
St. Augustine , Florida

This legendary King and Bear golf course in St. Augustine, Florida is a breathtaking golf experience. This course, co-designed by Jack Nicklaus and Arnold
Palmer is set among pristine lakes, Loblolly pines, and has attracted golfers from
around the world. The stately oak trees provide the character and charm players
have come to expect from courses in northern Florida, with the design elements
players have come to expect from both the Nicklaus and Palmer. This is the only
course that was collaborated on by Hall of Fame players, and legendary course
architects, Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer. Arnold Palmer selected number 15 as
one of his “Dream 18,” holes in Sports Illustrated. It’s not surprise that Palmer and
Nicklaus, known for prodigious length, made King and Bear a driver friendly
course. Both Palmer and Nicklaus wanted to highlight the natural beauty of
northern Florida; the back 9 prominently features ancient live oaks, indigenous
coquina rock, and numerous water features. The course will challenge and intrigue
features wide fairways, courtesy of
golfers of any and all skill levels. It feat
Nicklaus, and fast greens from Palmer.
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Lakeside Golf Course
West Bountiful City, Utah

Lakeside Golf Course is located in West Bountiful City, Utah. This beautiful

18-hole course provides challenges for all levels of golfers at competitive prices.
Lakeside Golf Club is a semi private beautifully manicured 18-hole
Championship Golf Course. We are located in the heart of the growing town of
Chestermere, just 20 minutes east of downtown Calgary. Our 15,000-square foot
Clubhouse will satisfy your every need as a full equity member, corporate
tournament player or an everyday public player. Lakeside Golf Club and its
Clubhouse have such
amenities as The Point
restaurant and lounge,
fully stocked pro
shop, driving range,
putting green,
members’ locker room, members’
health club, and club storage.
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Latrobe Country Club – Fall
Latrobe, Pennsylvania - USA
Open only to Club members and guests staying on-site in one of our
guest houses, the 6,517-yard, par-72 course is a beautiful yet
demanding test of golf nestled along a winding path through 110 acres
of mature trees and manicured fairways.
The course layout sports 18 holes of mostly bent grass tees, fairways
and greens. From
the championship
tees, the course has
a course rating of
72.5 with a slope of
139. The white tees
measure 6,110 yards
and have a rating of
70.5 with a slope of
135. The Club
features a large fleet
of E-Z-Go golf

carts, cart paths, a practice putting green, driving
range as well as a fully stocked Pro Shop.
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LE GRAND GEORGE
An 18-hole links style
course routed along a
pristine natural
peninsula between the
Indian Ocean and the
Gwaing River. This
course will be nestled in
the heart of South
Africa's growing golf
destination known as
the Garden Route.
“Our goal is to preserve
a natural, stand-alone
rural atmosphere, that
will deliver a unique
golfing experience at Le
Grand George.”
–Greg Norman
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Dunbartonshire, Scotland

Loch Lomond Gold Club is a truly unique environment, founded on the principals of
friendship, sportsmanship and cordiality and set in the heart of Northern Europe’s
most dramatic landscape.
Beautifully manicured fairways and greens are set against wild, mountainous
backdrops, while tantalizing glimpses of the Loch open to stunning panoramas
elevating every hole to a new level of golfing perfection.
Lock Lomond Golf Club is one of the world’s finest private Members clubs and the
privilege of membership (and with the opportunity to play our extraordinary course)
is extended only to those proposed by esteemed group of existing Members or
expressly invited by the Club.
It is perfectly situated for
those who travel the
world for business and
pleasure. Less than 90
minutes from London,
two hours from Paris and
approximately six hours
from both New York and
Dubai.
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LOSBY GOLF COUNTRY
CLUB
Finstadjordet, Norway
Losby has two separate
courses, Østmork the
18 hole championship
course and Vestmork
the 9 hole course, both
designed by the
renowned golf course
architect, Peter
Nordwall.
The championship
course is perfectly
integrated alongside the
meandering path of the
Losby River that runs
through the valley. This
combined with the size
and quality of the greens
makes Østmork
probably the finest in
Norway. Vestmork
compliments the
championship course
perfectly, and with its
compact and challenging
design is a worthy alternative for those who wish a ‘quick nine holes’.
The green keeping staff has the experience, knowledge and professionalism
to hold the entire facility in first class shape throughout the year.
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MAUNA KEA GOLF
COURSE
Waimea, Hawaii

The stunningly beautiful and awardwinning Mauna Kea Golf Course, created
in 1964 by Robert Trent Jones, Sr. on a
previously barren black lava field,
remains an all-time favorite in beauty and
design. The elevated, undulating greens
and prevailing coastal winds demand
accuracy. The challenging Big Island
course offers stellar coastal views as it
tumbles across seaside cliffs. Some holes
play right alongside the ocean – or across
it.
Mauna Kea Golf Course ushers in a new age of golf with innovative new Golfboards, a fun way to
carve through a round of golf in record time and surf the earth. Available for both golfers and nongolfers ages 16 and up. New in 2016 - all carts
now come with GPS to offer golfers a little extra
help when determining yardages and distances to
the hole.
Our golf facilities were designed by
architect John Hara Associates Inc.
and help make your Mauna Kea
ggolf experience even more
memorable. The Pro Shop offers
state-of-the-art golf equipment,
the latest designer attire and
accessories, logo gifts and golf items. You can also drop off your golf shoes for
Buzzy to clean, sign up for lessons or relax and talk golf with our attentive staff.
mid-round oasis will love the tasteful look and tasty cuisine of
And, golfers who seek a mid
restaurant-almost good enough to guarantee a lower
the new "Number 3" clubhouse restaurant
score on the course's back nine. Stop by after golf to rrelax in casual atmosphere, along with
hole-in-one.
pupus and a cold one from the tap, or a signature Mauna Kea cocktail to toast your hole
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Mauna Lani - Kohala Coast, Hawaii

What to Expect: Mauna Lani Resort is host to both the visually impressive South
course and the more challenging North course. The South course is carved through
the lava fields that are so prevalent on the Kona side of Hawaii's Big Island with a
couple of trips to the coastline highlighted by the
signature 15th hole. The fairways throughout the
course are generous in width which is a welcome
feature considering shots that leave the fairway
will either be praying for a lucky kick out of the
boring residence.
lava rock or will find its way into a neighboring
Distances
between greens and tees in certain spots makes walking the
course an
impractical option however the terrain is
subtle enough that walking wouldn't be
very strenuous. The course is much more
playable for the average golfer than
auna Kea while still providing some ocean eye
Mauna
candy that every golfer in Hawaii wants to enjoy.
The course conditions are quite good though the
heavy amount of play keeps the course from being
elite in that category. The highlight of the course is
shotters found throughout the
the quality of one-shotters
property with two routed on the ocean and another
playing over water towards the Pacific.
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NEW SOUTH WALES GOLF
COURSE
La Perouse NSW, Australia

During his whirlwind 1926 Australian tour, legendary designer Dr Alister MacKenzie
visited La Perouse and was enthused about the potential for building a great golf
course. Clearly moved by the surroundings he declared that New South Wales would
‘present more spectacular views than any other golf course in the world, with the
possible exception of Cypress Point.’ Today golfers continue to
make the pilgrimage to this sacred site to tackle a course built by
nature, framed by the Pacific Ocean and shaped by the greatest
hand of all.
NSW is a wonderful combination of undulating fairways,
beautiful scenic vistas and a spectacular Clubhouse which is
a magnificent combination of traditional architecture and five
star comfort. Shortly after its 1928 opening, an edition of ‘Golf
in Australia’ magazine described New South Wales as needing ‘only the improving
hand of time to become the acme of perfection’. The hand of time has indeed
improved this masterpiece and though it is unlikely any course is the absolute ‘acme
of perfection’, New South Wales Golf Club gets about as close as any in Australia.
The course and club are steeped in history. It is a well known historical fact that
Captain Cook and his crew found their first drinking water in a natural spring below
where the18th tee is located today.
In short, this is more than just a golf course – it is an unforgettable experience of
nature. To play golf at NSW Golf Club is to play golf how the game was intended to
be played – at the complete mercy of Mother Nature and the golfer’s ability.
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Oakmont Country Club
Oakm

Pennsylvania, USA

Few venues in the world of golf have the championship tradition of Oakmont.
Introduced in 1903 by designer Henry Fownes, Oakmont Country Club
has hosted more combined USGA and PGA championships than any
other course in the

U.S., including
eight United States
Opens, five U.S.
Amateurs, three PGA Championships, and two U.S. Women's Opens.
Oakmont remains perhaps the most
difficult course in North America,
with 210 deep bunkers (personified
by the Church Pews), hard and slick
greens that slope away from the
player, and tight fairways requiring
the utmost precision. Oakmont was
the site of "the greatest round of the
20th century": Johnny Miller's final
round 63 at the 1973 U.S. Open.
Golf Digest ranks Oakmont #5 in its most recent version of America's
Top 100 courses.
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KƐůŽ'ŽůĨůƵď
The Oslo Golf Club’s course is
beautifully situated around the
Bogstad Lake. The par 71
championship course
measuring about 6300 m is a
truly unique design with long
par 3s and water coming into
play on several holes. The view
of the waterfall on the 12th hole
right next to the green is quite
rare. The players who would
prefer a shorter total distance
have a great variety of lengths
as the course offers tees
approximately 4900 m, 5400m,
5800m or 6000m. The series of
par 3s, 4s and 5s are enjoyable
and challenging for all golfing
categories

Oslo, Norway
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Owl Creek Golf
Club and Resort
Louisville, Kentucky

Not far from Louisville, Owl Creek Country Club offers terrific views and
challenging play for golfers at every skill level. Well-groomed fairways and
greens keep Owl Creek
Country Club difficult yet
friendly, and the staff can
offer tips and tricks for
playing your best round. Owl
Creek Country Club is a
terrific choice for your
regular rounds of golf or a
new destination for you and
friends when visiting
Louisville.
The course is a 9-hole
layout with a course
rating of 70.2 and a
slope of 125. It was
originally designed in
1927 by George Davies
and was renovated in
2004 by Spencer Holt.
It measures 6030
yards in length for 18
holes. Use the drop-down menu above to navigate the
course.
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Pacific Dunes
Medowie, New South Wales, Australia
Our course is finished with
world-class pure bentgrass and
Santa Ana Couch greens, and
maintained to an impeccable
standard by a team of
dedicated agronomists.
Pacific Dunes combines two
distinct nine hole loops to
create a spectacular 18-hole
championship course. The
opening nine holes wind
through the native woodland
setting, perfectly
complementing the stunning
wetland back nine.
Cool down after your game at
The Greenhouse, the region’s
newest restaurant, bar and
events space. Offering a fullystocked bar with multiple areas
to wind down, including on
the alfresco dining area with spectacular views across the greens, The Greenhouse is
the perfect way to bring your big day to an end.
If you’re up for a challenge and don’t mind passing by a few kangaroos along the way,
play Pacific Dunes.
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Pacific Rim
Country Club

Fantasy Course
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Panther Lake
Winter Garden, Florida

Panther Lake is everything you could want in a golf course. Playing over rolling
meadows, through native pines, around and over wetlands, lakes, and up and down
elevation changes of up to 60 feet, it is first and foremost a visual delight, reminding
you that natural beauty is one of the main reasons you play golf and a major factor in
deciding which course to play. Panther Lake offers some of the best examples of
natural beauty that Orlando area golf courses have to offer. One of the highlights is
that there is no development on or around the course” a Florida golf course with no
homes! You will likely encounter many native species of
birds and wildlife during your round, which will be
enjoyed in the most tranquil of settings. Every hole on
Panther Lake is unique and requires something different
from your shot making repertoire. This is another
feature that makes this Central Florida golf course so
special; when you finish your round, you will likely be
able to recall each hole very vividly as they are all very
different in appearance as well as appealing in design
to the eye. The variety in design is evident in the way
no two holes play alike.
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Par 3 Mountain
Course

Fantasy Course
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Par 3 Ocean
Course

Fantasy Course
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Pebble Beach Golf
Links Resort
Monterey, California
The Greatest Public Golf Course in America
There are few golf thrills like teeing up for the
first time on Pebble Beach Golf Links. You sense
the presence of golf’s biggest names. You
anticipate each and every storied hole, while
recounting some of the greatest moments in golf
history.
Since 1919, the exquisite beauty and unique
challenges of Pebble Beach Golf Links have
electrified golfers and spectators alike. Designed
by Jack Neville and Douglas Grant, the course
hugs California’s rugged coastline, providing
wide-open vistas, cliff-side fairways and sloping
greens.
Over the years, Pebble Beach Golf Links has been
the site of golf’s most prestigious tournaments
such as the annual AT&T Pebble Beach Pro-Am
and five U.S. Open Championships, including the
2010 U.S. Open. We are excited and honored to
welcome back the U.S. Open to Pebble Beach for
the sixth time in 2019!
Every golfer deserves to play “Pebble” at least
once in his or her life. There’s no time like the
present.
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Pelican Hill Golf Club
Newport Beach, California
When jaw-dropping, scenery is par for the course, you’ll need to remind yourself
to keep your eye on the ball. But once you find your focus, players of every skill
level are rewarded with 36 holes that test your mettle, quicken your pulse and
stir your soul. Pelican Hill Golf Club is more than just a round of golf. It’s a
two-course feast to make you feel as if golf is your sole reason for being. And
from the moment you tee off, it absolutely is.
Celebrating 25 years of majestic California sunsets and
unforgettable rounds, Pelican Hill Golf Club is a world-class
experience that you have to play to believe. With a quarter
century of accolades and accomplishments on the score card, it's
no wonder these two courses are described as "some of the most
spectacular in golf."
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PGA National – Champion Course

Palm Beach, Florida

Originally designed by Tom and
George Fazio for major
tournament play, The Champion
course at PGA National Resort
& Spa was redesigned by Jack
Nicklaus in 2014 and hosts the
Honda Classic each spring on
the PGA TOUR. Although the
Champion has generous landing
areas and spacious and accepting
TifEagle greens, golfers are
presented with course
management challenges
throughout the round. This
South Florida golf resort course
has five sets of tees to make the
course more playable for golfers
of all levels. A must-play on any
avid golfer's list, The Champion
features the Bear Trap, which
spans three demanding holes
designed by Jack Nicklaus –
listen to the designer describe it
in his own words. Considered
one of Florida's most notable
golf challenges, on what is
unquestionably one of the best
golf courses in Florida, USA
Today calls the Bear Trap “one
of the toughest stretches in
golf.”
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PHOENIX
COUNTRY CLUB
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Phoenix Country Club 18-hole golf course in
downtown Phoenix provides beauty and
excellent year-round playability. Members and
guests alike enjoy the classic championship
golf course layout with tree-lined fairways and
views of Piestewa Peak, Camelback Mountain
and downtown Phoenix skyline.
One notable privilege extended to golf
members is the daily schedule of play on the
golf course. Members have enjoyed an "open
tee" system since 1932 allowing the Member
to determine their preferred day and time to
play the course.

We offer the following highlights

to provide a further understanding
of our golf operation at Phoenix
Country Club.
o 18-Hole Championship
Golf Course; Golf Course
Architect, Harry Collis;
redesigned in 2002 by Tom
Lehman - John Fought
o Par 72; 6,763 yrds.
o Driving range & putting
green
o Short game practice facility
o Golf carts & push carts;
walkers welcomed
o Tournaments including
Invitational, MemberGuest, Member-Member
and individual formats
o Private golf instruction
o Junior golf programs
o Weekly Men's Game
o Women's Golf Association
o Golf club cleaning &
secure bag storage
o Fully equipped locker room
o Golf Professional Staff all
PGA and LPGA certified.
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Pinehurst
Pinehurst, North Carolina

Pinehurst No. 2, the centerpiece of
Pinehurst Resort, remains one of the
world’s most celebrated golf courses. It
has served as the site of more single golf
championships than any course in
America and hosted back-to-back U.S. Open and U.S.
Women’s Open Championships for the first time in 2014. The
U.S. Open will return in 2024.
Opened in 1907, No. 2 was designed by Donald Ross, who called it “the fairest test of
championship golf I have ever designed.” Ross was associated with the course for
nearly a half-century, improving the course continually until his death in 1948. No. 2
is best known for its crowned, undulating greens, which are some of the most
complex and widely hailed in the world. Ross believed in providing golfers with
strategic choices, and Pinehurst No. 2
was intended to epitomize that
philosophy.
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Pinehurst

Pinehurst, North Carolina

Building a new course grand enough to
celebrate Pinehurst’s first 100 years might
intimidate some architects, but Tom Fazio
took on the assignment with gusto. No. 8 –
which opened in 1996 – combines classic Donald
Ross concepts with the whimsical snarls that have become
Fazio’s calling card.
Fazio took full advantage of the 420 acres of rolling terrain and natural wetlands
to fashion a course that’s visually enthralling and challenging yet fun to play; it’s a nod
to No. 2, but hardly a replication. Many feel No. 8 synthesizes all the elements of the
Pinehurst golf experience into one layout.
This championship track has twice been home to the PGA Club Pro Championship.
Just a short drive from the main club, the Pinehurst spirit is quite alive at No. 8, which
will serve as the companion course for the 2019 Men’s U.S. Amateur Championship.
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PRAIRIE DUNES

COUNTRY CLUB

HUTCHINSON, KANSAS

Not far from Hutchinson, Prairie Dunes Country Club offers terrific
views and challenging play for golfers at every skill level. Well-groomed
fairways and greens keep Prairie Dunes Country Club
difficult yet friendly, and the staff can offer tips and tricks
Panelist comments:
for playing your best round. Prairie Dunes Country Club is
“The greens and the green
a terrific choice for your regular rounds of golf or a new
contours make this course
destination for you and friends when visiting Hutchinson
special. Some of the best
Prairie Dunes was the top nine-hole course in America for
green complexes I've ever
20 years. By the time the club found funds to expand it to
seen. Most impressive was,
unlike many courses with
18, original architect Perry Maxwell had passed away, but his
severe greens, most of the
son Press was able to add nine more holes seamlessly,
green square footage is
putting three on the
useable for hole locations."
front nine and six
on the back. He
“It’s almost like this land
also replicated his
was meant to have a golf
father's great
course on it. Sandy soil
which leads to great
greens. Prairie
conditioning and drainage,
Dunes reflects all
the wind, all sorts of
that is Kansas: sand
different sightlines and
dunes, prairie
directional changes,
grasses, yucca
outstanding natural
plants, cottonwoods
bunkering that almost looks
and constant wind.
ripped out of the terrain in
spots”
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PRINCEVILLE
HANALEI, KAUAI

The Princeville Resort is home to the multi-award-winning Kaua’i golf courses.
Designed by Robert Trent Jones, Jr., who
brilliantly integrated the wild beauty of the
north shore of Kauai. Taking advantage of
wilderness areas, natural water features and
the dramatic coastline, the courses wind their way through
magnificent stands of trees and rolling landscape and views that
will astonish you with their unforgettable beauty.
Even if you don’t play golf, it would be more than worth your
while to rent some clubs and shoes and no doubt have the time
of your life. But do bring a camera, because you could use up an
entire memory chip or video taking shots all over the amazing
course.
It’s been said that even if it’s raining, golfers will still go out on
the course and if they lose a ball, they don’t really care. The experience of
playing here is so fantastic and memorable, what’s a drop of rain or two or some
lost balls?
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Raven Golf Club at South
Mountain

Phoenix, Arizona

Raven Golf Club Phoenix's spectacular championship golf course, array of
world-class amenities and unparalleled guest service have earned it recognition
among the nation's top daily fee golf properties - including 4.5 stars by Golf
Digest, "#5 Golf Course in the State" by Arizona Magazine, and #1 Guest
Service in North America." From its manicured greens and expansive practice
facility to its picturesque air conditioned wedding and event pavilion
overlooking the 18th hole, Raven Golf Club Phoenix offers a remarkable golf,
dining and
special
events
experience in
the shadows
of South
Mountain.
While
scratch
golfers will
appreciate the strategic diversity of this lush, non-traditional
desert layout, the course's unique family tees enable golfers of
varying playing levels to enjoy the course together.
Golfers can hone their skills on Raven Golf Club's expansive
golf practice center, or take a private or group lesson taught
by the club's top PGA teaching professionals.
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Robert Trent Jones G.T.
– Cambrian Ridge
Greenville, Alabama

Cambrian Ridge belongs to
the Robert Trent Jones Golf
Trail, the largest golf course
construction project ever
attempted. Its four courses
provide each player with
beautiful
scenery
and a
challenging golf experience. Located in beautiful
Greenville, AL, Cambrian Ridge is easily accessible
from Montgomery. Practice your drives at the driving
range before or after your round, or use the short game
area to perfect your swing. The 22,500 sq Clubhouse
features a breakfast and lunch restaurant and full bar service.
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Robert Trent Jones G.T.
– Judge Capitol Hill
Prattville, Alabama

The Judge Course plays alongside the 200 acre
glistening backwaters of the Alabama River. The
first tee lies 200 feet above the fairway
overlooking the Alabama River and the skyline
of Montgomery. With 14 holes adjoining the
water and a stunning bulkhead island green, the
Judge is described as simply magnificent and
provides some of the most spectacular scenery
and golf holes in the world.
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Robert Trent Jones G.T.
– (Grand National) Links
Auburn/Opelika, Alabama

Grand National is located at the easterly tip of the Robert Trent Jones Trail near the
college football town of Auburn. The complex includes two full length courses (Links
and Lake) as well as a short course. Generally regarded as the superior track at Grand
National, the Links course doesn’t feel like a firm and fast links course at all and
instead is carved through trees with water and marsh areas coming into play and
requiring an aerial game to maneuver the bunkers
and trouble. The holes rarely run parallel to each
other and leaving the relatively wide fairways offers
little hope of saving par. The course conditions,
views, and overall setting are excellent and deliver
golfers the feeling of truly being away from it all
which is such a welcome sensation. There are several
holes with significant elevation changes, something
you will experience right off the bat with the opening
two holes, and the course is a stiff challenge. The
Links course at Grand National is my only exposure to the RTJ Trail and if it is any
indication of how good of golf is found on the rest of the trail then I’m ready for a
two-week trip to the Yellowhammer State to experience the gamut.
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ROYAL MELBOURNE
GOLF CLUB
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

Royal Melbourne’s Composite Course is continually rated in the top 10 golf courses in
the world, an amalgamation of the work of two great golf course designers, Alister
MacKenzie and Alex Russell. The Composite Course came into
Royal Melbourne’s
being in 1959 when Royal Melbourne was asked to hold the
World Cup (known as the Canada Cup at that time).
ŽŵƉŽƐŝƚĞŽƵƌƐĞŝƐ
Royal Melbourne’s two courses are known as the ‘West’ and
ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĂůůǇƌĂƚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞ
‘East’ courses. It was decided to use 12 holes from the West
ƚŽƉϭϬŐŽůĨĐŽƵƌƐĞƐŝŶ
Course and 6 holes from the East Course for the World Cup,
ƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚ͘
and hence the Composite Course was born.
The result is a golf course of outstanding quality, with an
intriguing mix of Scottish Links characteristics and Augusta National style beauty. The
course also has the reputation for having possibly the fastest putting greens in the
world. The course is also famous for its large and dramatically shaped bunkers.
The course is ranked amongst the best in the world by numerous international golf
course ranking bodies and publications.
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RTJ GOLF TRAIL
AT SILVER LAKES
The Backbreaker
Relax in the beauty of
Northeast Alabama's
nine features wide
stunning landscape as
fairways, demanding
you explore 36 holes
greens and
of forests, wetlands,
spectacular views of
grasslands and
dramatic elevation changes at Silver Lakes. The
the surrounding
Heartbreaker, Backbreaker, Mindbreaker and The
foothills.
Short course provide challenging and scenic
varieties of holes to play.
Surrounded by the Appalachian foothills and Lee's
Lake, Silver Lakes features the most unique and
aptly named courses on The Trail and all 36 greens boast Champion ultra-dwarf
putting surfaces, arguably the best on The Trail.
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RTJ GOLF TRAIL AT
SILVER LAKES
The Heartbreaker nine
Relax in the beauty of
Northeast Alabama's
provides a unique mix of
stunning landscape as
great golf holes and
you explore 36 holes of
unequaled character. The
forests, wetlands,
final three holes
grasslands and dramatic
elevation changes at
showcase elevation
Silver Lakes. The Heartbreaker, Backbreaker,
changes and dramatic
Mindbreaker and The Short course provide
lake vistas.
challenging and scenic varieties of holes to play.
Surrounded by the Appalachian foothills and Lee's
Lake, Silver Lakes features the most unique and
aptly named courses on The Trail and all 36 greens
boast Champion ultra-dwarf putting surfaces, arguably the best on The Trail.
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RTJ GOLF TRAIL AT
SILVER LAKES
The Mindbreaker is
Relax in the beauty of
Northeast Alabama's
an unforgettable
stunning landscape as
blend of shorter,
you explore 36 holes of
elusive holes set in a
forests, wetlands,
beautiful sanctuary of
grasslands and dramatic
elevation changes at Silver Lakes. The Heartbreaker,
woods, water and
Backbreaker, Mindbreaker and The Short course
wetlands.
provide challenging and scenic varieties of holes to
play.
Surrounded by the Appalachian foothills and Lee's
Lake, Silver Lakes features the most unique and aptly
named courses on The Trail and all 36 greens boast Champion ultra-dwarf putting
surfaces, arguably the best on The Trail.
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Sea Island Golf Club
Sea Island, Georgia

Sea Island’s Seaside course is a Tom Fazio re-design
of the 1929 classic by famous golf course architects
Harry S. Colt and Charles Alison. Golf great Bobby
Jones described it as among the best nine holes he
ever played. By tying the original Seaside with the old
Marshside course, Fazio, according to Davis Love III, transformed two
nines from “18 holes that didn’t match into 18 matchless holes.”
Seaside is an ocean-side links course that combines its beautiful natural
setting with a golf course that is both challenging and fun. The beautifully
manicured fairways and greens are bordered by sweeping dunes mixed with
native grasses, wildflowers, and bunkers. And the wind creates a different
golf experience daily. Sea Island’s most dramatic layout, Seaside is routinely ranked
among the top 100 courses in the United States. Along with the Plantation Course, it
is the home of the PGA TOUR’s RSM Classic, a FedEx cup event hosted by Sea
Island touring professional Davis Love III.
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Skeleton Coast

Fantasy Course
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“A True Test of Golf”

Peddle Beach, California
One of the most respected and revered
courses in the world begins with one of the
greatest opening stretches in golf: five
spectacular sand-splashed holes that cruise
up and down a sea of dunes while
showcasing sublime oceanfront scenery and
shots you’ve surely never seen.
But the defining characteristic of Spyglass
Hill is how starkly the first five holes
juxtapose the rest of the round. Incredible
ocean views give way to the understated natural beauty of the Del Monte Forest, as
the final 13 holes relentlessly examine your game with a litany of bunkers, ponds and
uphill tests. Pine Valley-by-the-Sea meets Augusta National, as Sports Illustrated
eloquently described it.
When the Robert Trent Jones, Sr., design hosted medal play during the 1999 U.S.
Amateur, no player in the field was able to break 70, and the setup maxed out at a
slope of 155. Bing Crosby famously bet that Jack Nicklaus wouldn’t be able to break
par at Spyglass Hill the year it opened in 1966. Nicklaus shot a 2-under 70 in his first
round, but Spyglass Hill has been a demanding, yet fair test for pros and guests alike
ever since.
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dĞŵƉĞ͕ƌŝǌŽŶĂ
Situated at the base of the picturesque Tortolita Mountains,
Stone Canyon provides the most spectacular desert setting
anywhere. With views of the majestic Santa Catalina Mountains
everywhere you turn, golfers will be amazed by the
breathtaking beauty. From the rock formations to the
thousands of giant saguaros overlooking the lush, green
fairways, tees and putting surfaces.
The golf course itself encompasses 18 uniquely designed golf
holes, with teeing options ranging from 5,100 yards to over
7,300 yards. Each hole has a minimum of 5 tee pads making
the course enjoyable for the beginner golfer, yet challenging for
the accomplished player. The course provides ample landing
zones off the tee along with multiple risk reward options
throughout the layout. Undulating, bent grass greens and
strategically placed bunkers, provide a fun challenge for all
those who play. If 18 holes isn't enough, Stone Canyon's 19th
hole, a 107 yard par 3, is perfect for settling your bets or
practicing your short game! It's easy to see why Stone Canyon
is consistently ranked among the best courses in the country.

Recent Recognition for Stone
Canyon


2014 Golf Digest America’s
100 Greatest Golf Courses
– #132



2014 Golf Digest Best in
State Rankings – #4



2010 Golf Digest Best
Practice Facilities – #70



2014 Golfweek Top 100
Modern Courses – #114



2015 Golfweek Top 100
Residential Courses – #33
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SUPERSTITION
MOUNTAIN

GOLD CANYON,
ARIZONA

Located in Gold Canyon, Arizona, Superstition
Mountain Golf and Country Club offers
spectacular golf in a truly dramatic old world
setting. This prestigious private Club boasts two
Nicklaus designed golf courses highlighted by jawdropping views, a spectacular clubhouse and a
fully appointed Sports Club. All this, together with
many indoor and outdoor recreational
pursuits, serves as your invitation to enjoy a
fulfilling and rich resort experience in some of
Phoenix's prime real estate.
A links-style desert golf course, the Lost Gold
Course maintains the Superstition Mountain
reputation for playability and meticulous
conditions.
Jack Nicklaus teamed with son Jack Jr. to design
this desert golf course, which opened in 1999. The
links-style course offers generous fairways, and it possesses greater shot value than the
Prospector Course, due to slightly smaller greens and strategic bunker
placements. This course is certainly one of the best golf courses Arizona can supply.
The Lost Gold Course was the site of the 2002 Senior Slam, when Fuzzy Zoeller
edged Don Pooley by one stroke to win the $300,000 top prize.
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Taghazout

Agadir, Morocco

Located just 15 minutes north of Agadir and
set in the heart of the Taghazout Bay resort,
the new Tazegzout Golf course presents a
number of spectacular holes set amidst the
Argan trees with the stunning Atlantic
Ocean as backdrop.
Designed by Kyle Philips, the
environmentally friendly course is laid out
on 76 Ha of land and is perched at 80m
above sea level with each hole enjoying
breathtaking views of the Ocean.
The routing meanders through the natural
Argan vegetation, rising to a crescendo on
the final 3 holes. Playing over two deep
rocky ravines and finally along the 80m cliff
edge, these finishing holes will test every
level of golfer and provide endless stories to
retell on the terrace of the magnificent
clubhouse.
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Thanksgiving
Point
The Hidden Gem in
Lehi, Utah
A championship caliber course, the
Golf Club at Thanksgiving Point is
7,714 yards long and covers more than
200 acres, making it the largest golf
club in Utah. Ranked in the top ten
new golf courses in the country by
Golf Digest in 1997, we were recently
named the number one
public golf club in Utah by
Golf Digest and one of
fifteen “hidden gems” in the
country by Links Magazine.
This Johnny Miller
Signature Golf Club cradles
the most spectacular
gardens in Utah, and creatively uses
the Lehi natural mountain desert
landscape to enhance the overall golf
experience.
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Marana, Arizona
The Gallery Golf Club features two highly acclaimed courses offering members the finest in desert
golf. Keeping your focus is a challenge on the picturesque North Golf Course with sweeping views
of the high Sonoran desert landscape. Subtle elevation changes and views in all directions among
thousands of giant saguaros provide members with an all-together different experience on the South
Course. The exceptionally maintained courses are set in a lush and natural desert environment and
highly enjoyable for all skill levels. The Gallery Golf Club is truly distinguishing.
The Gallery's North Course, designed by John Fought and British Open Champion and 2006 Ryder
Cup Captain Tom Lehman, was ranked #1 in Southwest Arizona by Golf Digest and is
acknowledged as one of Golfweek’s Top 100 Modern Courses.
And, no wonder. Sweeping High Sonoran views distract in every direction as the nines meander
through two rugged
canyons. The result is
18 irresistible holes as
enjoyably playable for
the higher handicap
golfer as they are
challenging for the
touring professional.
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California

Meandering among the sweeping sand dunes along 17-Mile
Drive, The Links at Spanish Bay unveils some of the most
spectacular seaside views in Pebble Beach. The rolling
fairways gently flow through and around the gorgeous
dunescape, briefly weaving between towering Monterey
Pines, before returning to the white sand of Spanish Bay
Beach for a thrilling finish along the coast.
The spectacular setting offers panoramic ocean views of
some of 17-Mile Drive’s most scenic stretches, showing off
whitecaps bouncing on the power Pacific and a brilliant
sunset. The Links at Spanish Bay is very much a sensory
overload, with the smell of the beach carried in by a cooling ocean breeze, the sight of the
spectacular jagged coastline, and the sound of the famed bagpiper leading you home at the
end of a twilight round.
The Links at Spanish Bay requires precision and patience while negotiating sand dunes, pot
bunkers, challenging greens and an ocean breeze. Robert Trent Jones, Jr., Tom Watson and
Sandy Tatum teamed up to artfully craft a distinctly Scottish look, blending green and golden
hues against a spectacular beachside backdrop to produce a memorable experience unlike
any other in Pebble Beach.
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Three Canyon

Fantasy Course
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TORREY PINES
SOUTH COURSE

LAJOLLA, CALIFORNIA



Terrain: Slope rolling,
flat.



Average Tee Size: 6,500
sq.ft.



Average Green Size:
4,500 sq.ft.

beautiful par 3 on hole #3.

Designed by William
Bell, Sr. in 1957. Torrey
Pines South Golf
Course is home of the
FARMERS
INSURANCE
INVITATIONAL
(formerly the Buick
Invitational) PGA Golf
Tournament played at
the end of January or
beginning of February.
Rees Jones redesigned
Torrey Pines South in
2001 and it was
subsequently chosen to
host the 2008 U.S. Open
Championship in San
Diego in June 2008 and
has been selected again to
host the 2021 U.S. OPEN
Championship. The
Torrey Pines South
signature hole is a



Rounds per Year:
92,000.



Acres of Fairway: 32.



Acres of Rough: 68.



Sand bunkers: 54.



Water Hazards: 1.



Soil Conditions: Clay.



Green Soil Mix: Push up



Cut For Tournament
Play: Tees & Fairways
7/16 inch; Greens 1/8
inch (9.5 feet
stimpmeter); Rough 3.5
inches.



Wildlife on the
Course:Coyote, Bobcat,
Raccoon, Snakes,
Rodents, Hawk, Possum,
Squirrel, Fox, Mule Deer,
Raven, Red-tail Hawk,
Great Blue Herron,
Snowy Egret, Rabbits.
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The Tribute
At Otsego Club

Gaylord, Michigan
Recently named the 8th
Best Public Golf Course in
Michigan by Michigan Golf
Magazine, our newest
masterpiece, a
Robbins/Koch design, is an
1,100 acre tour of the
majestic Sturgeon River
Valley. Four to six tee boxes
accommodate all levels of
play, and the shear
magnificence of the
elevation changes, natural
forestry and the flowing
Sturgeon River Valley will

delight every player.
The Tribute is more than 1 signature hole. Every trip in the golf cart from green to
the next tee, unveils elevation changes and exciting new golf experiences. Nearly every
tee is elevated, with numbers 3, 6, 11, 14, 16 and 18 being the most stunning. From
the tees of the 430 – yard par – 4 3rd, players can see the horizon over 30 miles away.
The green complexes are spectacular from hole to hole with huge undulating greens.
Yardages range from 5085 from the forward tees to 7347 from the tips.
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Troon North
Monument
Course
Scottsdale, Arizona
Troon North Golf Club stands as a hallmark
of the Scottsdale desert golf experience with
two 18-hole courses stretching through the
natural ravines and foothills in the shadows
of Pinnacle Peak. Giant granite boulders lie
strewn across the rugged landscape of
Arizona’s Sonoran Desert, where Troon
North Golf Club combines iconic golf with
the visual sensation of desert landscape,
providing a standard unmatched in the
American Southwest.
Revered as Scottsdale’s crown jewel, the challenge, visual sensation, and
special ambiance of Troon North sets the standard by which all other
courses are measured. The immaculately groomed fairways, bentgrass
greens and exceptional customer service create the renowned Troon
Golf Experience. Troon North’s Monument and Pinnacle courses
consistently rank at the top of every golfer’s must-play list. Recent
course renovations by original designer and British Open Champion
Tom Weiskopf have created two new layouts that bring his original concept to life. Golfers
in search of the classic desert golf experience are returning to Troon North Golf Club again
and again to enjoy Weiskopf’s true vision. Whether you’re playing for the first time or a
regular at Troon North, these two Scottsdale courses in sunny Arizona offer golf
connoisseurs the best in desert golf.
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Valderrama Golf Club
Andalucia, Spain

The Valderrama Royal Club (Spanish: Real
Club Valderrama) is one of the best known
golf clubs in Europe. It is located in the
resort of Sotogrande, San Roque in the
Andalusia region of southern Spain, a few
miles from Gibraltar, and has a single 18hole course, along with a 9-hole par 3
course.
Valderrama was constructed in 1974 as
"Sotogrande New," to the designs of
leading American golf course architect
Robert Trent Jones. Renamed "Las Aves"
in 1981, it was acquired by Jaime OrtizPatiño in 1984. The golf course was
redesigned and expanded by the original architect and became "Valderrama."
By 1999, Valderrama was rated the top course
in mainland Europe by Golf World magazine.
The practice ground was called the best in
Europe by Nick Faldo.
The fourth hole, La Cascada, is the course's
signature hole. It is a par 5 with a pond to the
right of the two-tiered green. Before the 2016
Open de España, three national teams of four
players tried to complete La Cascada in the
fastest time. The French team of Raphaël
Jacquelin, Alexander Lévy, Grégory Havret and
Romain Wattel took four shots to complete the
hole in 34.87 seconds, breaking the previous
Guinness world record by half.[1]
The club's course was the traditional host of the now defunct Volvo Masters, hosting the
event from 1988 to 2008, with a five-year break when the event was moved to the
Montecastillo Golf Club.
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WADE HAMPTON GOLF
CLUB
CASHIERS, NORTH CAROLINA

Measuring 7,302 yards
from the back “Fazio”
tees, the course is enjoyable
and challenging for golfers
of many skill levels.

Wade Hampton Golf Course is often referred to as “Tom
Fazio’s Masterpiece”. The course was named as the “Best
New Private Course for 1987” by Golf Digest magazine, and
is one of only three courses built in the last fifty years to be
currently ranked in their top 20 courses in the United States.
Golfweek magazine has also recognized the course as the
“America’s Best Residential Golf Course”. Measuring 7,302
yards from the back “Fazio” tees, the course is enjoyable and
challenging for golfers of many skill levels. If you have been
invited to the club as a Member’s guest, we are delighted you
will be joining us and know it will be a memorable golfing experience.

"Continually Ranked in the Top 20"
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Clifton, Virginia
Westfields Golf Club offers a World-class layout
situated amongst some of the most picturesque
landscape offered in our area. Such experiences,
which are typically exclusive to Private Golf
Club members, is available to you at Westfields
Golf Club year round. Our Fred Couplesdesigned golf course in Northern Virginia
provides an unsurpassed golfing experience for
casual and accomplished players alike.
Located in beautiful Clifton, Virginia,
Westfields Golf Club is a Certified Audubon
Cooperative Sanctuary. With no residences
lining our links to intrude on the natural beauty
of the course or to distract golfers from their
game, Westfields offers a truly unique round of
golf.
The course is characterized by dense tree-lined
fairways, undulating greens and wellplaced hazards, yet is more open and
playable than might initially appear.
With your choice of five tee boxes, it ranges from 4,600 to over 7,000 yards.
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